Guidance for Parents
When young children are learning about maths, it is important that they do their calculations physically
using equipment and when they are comfortable they can move on to using models and images to help
them in their mathematical thinking before writing number sentences.
Here are some models and images to support with multiplication and division, the children will be looking
at this term.

To do the maths activities at home, everyday materials can be used to provide the equipment required:
o ruler
o straws
o buttons
o stones/pebbles
o coat hanger
o kitchen scales
o pegs
o egg boxes
o plastic/paper plates
o plastic/paper bowls
o socks and gloves
o coins

The ‘Give me 5’ activities will cover the mathematics your children should have been taught in school
during the Autumn and Spring terms. The daily‘Give me 5’ questions are to recall what they can
remember and apply.
Easier
Week 5

Harder
Week 5

Days of the Week
1. Complete the days of the week:
Sunday
____________________
______________________
Wednesday

Time
1a. How many days are there in 2 weeks?
1b. What is the third day of the week?
1c. How many months are in the year?
1. Complete the rhyme:

Thursday

30 days have September, __________, _________

_____________________

and November. All the rest have ____, except

Saturday

February alone which has ____ and 29 each leap year.

2. Today is Monday so tomorrow is
___________________________
3. Yesterday was Thursday so today is

2. How many days in April and May altogether?
3. Name 3 months with 31 days

_____________________________
4. Today is Sunday so yesterday is
______________________________
5. Today is Wednesday and in 5 day’s
time it will be

4. How many months in 3 years?

Months of the Year

Read and write numbers in words and numerals

1. Match the month to the order of the
year in which it occurs:
Month
March
January
December
June
February
September
April
August
November
May
July
October

Write these numbers in numerals:
1 a) Eighteen
b) fifty-nine
____________

Order
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

____________

2 a) One hundred and sixty __________
b) Two hundred and ninety-two __________
3 a) Four hundred and twelve _________
a) Eight hundred and six ________
Use the box below to help you write the numerals in
words:

2. Which month is your birthday in?

3. Which month is Christmas in?
4. 15 ________________________
4. If this month is May, what month will
it be next?

22 _________________________
5. 309 ________________________

5. If this month is October, what was the
month before it?

Finding Half
1. What is half of

2. What is half of

743 _________________________

Fractions
Shade the correct fraction of the shape:

3. What is half of

4. What is half of
5)

5. What is half of

Word Problems
1. Sammy the giraffe has 5 spots. Timmy
the giraffe has 6 spots. How many

Word Problems – Draw images to help you.
1. Emily has 15 gel pens. Sophie has 28 gel pens.
How many more gel pens has Sophie than
Emily?

spots are there in total?

2. Jim had 8 sweets. Lee gave him 4
more. How many sweets has Jim got

2. Karrol has 10p more than me. I have 38p. How
much does Karrol have?

now?

3. There were 7 stars in space. An alien

3. There are 18 gloves in the cloakroom. How
many pairs of gloves might that be?

spaceship zapped 3 away! How many
stars were left?

4. Jack had 17 magic beans. He

4. There are 24 biscuits in a pack. Jack ate ¼ (1
quarter) of them. How many did he eat?

accidently dropped 4. How many does
he have left?

5. Tom had 13 cars. Jen gave him 4 more.
How many cars has he got now?

5. Ajay’s has a birthday cake. He had 3 friends
over for tea. How many pieces must he cut the
cake into so he and his friends can share the
cake equally?

1 – 5.

Addition

Addition and Subtraction

Use the images to help you to do the following
calculations:
1. 27 + 13 =
tens
ones

2. 46 + 38 =
tens

ones

3. 79 – 53 =
tens

ones

4. 61 – 27
tens

Week 6

ones

Week 6
Billy’s Money

Money
1. Count the money:

1. On Monday Billy washed the dishes.
He got 30p. What coins could he have
been given?

2. On Tuesday Billy dried the dished. He
got 25p. What coins could he have
been given?

3. On Wednesday Billy cleaned his
bedroom. He got 60p. What coins
could he have been given?

2. Use >, = or < to show which amount is greater,
smaller or equal to in the value of the coins?

3. How much do I have?

4. On Thursday Billy polished the living
room. He got 42p. What coins could he
have been given?

4. What is the greatest total I can make with the
coins below?

5. On Friday Billy had a rest! How much
more did Billy get on Wednesday than
on Tuesday?

_________
5. How many different ways can you make £1
using the coins above? You can use each coin
more than once.
£1
£1
£1
£1
£1

Telling the Time – o’clock

Telling the time
Put in the hands or say what time it is:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Telling the Time – half past

Telling the time
Put in the hands or say what time it is:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Put in the correct time

Time word problems
Draw the hands on the clock

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Bart leaves for
football at 9
o’clock.
It takes him half
an hour to walk
there.
What time does
he get there?
Draw the time on
the clock.
Hello Kitty goes
shopping. She
goes on the bus
which takes 1
hour. If she gets
to the shops at 11
o’clock, what
time did she set
off?
Lucy goes
swimming at 10
o’clock. She
swims for 2
hours. What time
does Lucy get out
of the pool?
Draw the time on
the clock.
The children start
dancing at 6
o’clock. They
finish two hours
later. What time
do they finish
dancing?
The Angry birds
go to the cinema.
They arrive at 4
o’clock. The film
lasts one hour.
What time do
they leave the
cinema?

Subtraction

1.

2.

3.

subtract

subtract

Word Problems
1

Jess has a bag of 30 marbles. At playtime her
friend Sonja takes 9 marbles out of the bag and
Anastasia takes 11 marbles out of the bag. How
many are left in the bag?

2

My hand is 11cm long. My Dad’s hand is 12cm
longer. How long is my Dad’s hand?

3

You have 50g of chocolate. How many 10g
pieces can you make?

4

Josie paid for a can of drink. It cost 28p. She
paid exactly for the drink using 4 coins. Which
coins did she use?

5

Josh counts in threes. Artems counts in twos.
Will they say any of the same numbers? Which
ones?

=

=

subtract

4. twenty – five is _______ less than 40
5. 8 fewer than 17 is __________

Week 5 Measurement – Weight and Mass
For these activities please allow your child(ren) to use your kitchen scales.

At Key Stage 1, children need to know grams and kilograms but not pounds and ounces.
Children will also need to have a variety of different household objects to be able to weigh
and to hold so they can feel if one is heavier or lighter.

Week 5&6 Activity 1
For this activity we are going to compare the weights of objects to say whether they are
heavier or lighter than each other.
1. Choose two of your toys. Hold one toy in one in your left hand and the other toy in
your right hand. Which toy felt the heaviest? Draw your toys in the box:

Heaviest

Lightest

2. Kitchen items.
Put these items in order from lightest to heaviest. Draw an arrow from the object to
the right number.

Lightest
1

2

3

4

heaviest
5

Reading scales

Lighter – the arrow
on the dial has
only turned a little
way

Heavier – the
arrow on the dial
has gone round
further

The pears are lighter than the apples. The arrow on the scales has gone round further on
the dial of the scales with the apples on – the apples are heavier.

3. Fruit and vegetables and kitchen. Use some fruit and vegetables that you may have
in your house and compare the weights of them. Draw them in the boxes below. Say
whether the item of the two you have weighed, is the heaviest or the lightest
item

item

It is the

It is the

item

item

It is the

It is the

item

item

It is the

It is the

4. Circle which you think is the heaviest of these items

or

or

or

or

or

Were any of the above difficult to work out? Which ones?
5. A game to play – I’m thinking of an object. It is a little bit like I spy. You sit in the
same room with someone and you think of two objects you can see and one will be
heavier than the other.
Here is my example
I’m thinking of an object. It is heavier than a pen

. What could it be?

It’s my comic

.

but lighter than the cushion

Activity 2 – Reading Scales
Scales are a like a number line, but instead of being straight they are in a circle (just
like clock faces).

Kilogrammes (kg)
Amazing facts:
When we weigh objects we measure them with units called grams and kilograms.
Grams (g) are very small units of measure. Pencils weigh about 6g.
Kilograms (kg) are much bigger units of measure.
A bag of sugar weighs 1 kg. It is much heavier than a pencil.
That’s because there are 1000g in every 1kg.
Your kitchen scales at home will have g and kg measures on them. The scales maybe
in jumps of 50g or 100g.

0
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0
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1. Weigh some items on your kitchen scales and say whether they are equal to,
more than or less than a kilogram.
Item

2. Put the pointers on the scales below to show the weight

3. Have a look at the pictures below and see if you can read the scales to say how
the scales are showing:

Week 5 Activity 3: Problem solving with weight

Weight word problems
1. One pencil weighs 10g. How much do two
pencils weigh?
2. I have a truck that weighs 7g and a truck that
weighs 9g. How much do both my trucks weigh
altogether?
3. Mum buys 20g of grapes, 15g of melon and
10g of limes. How much do the items, mum
buys, weigh altogether?
4. Tom buys a chocolate bar that weighs 60g.
Emma buys a chocolate bar that weighs 40g.
How much chocolate do Emma and Tom have
all together?
5. If you had a packet of pasta that weighed 20g
and you ate 6g of it. How much pasta would
you have left?
6. If you had a packet of crisps that weighed 15g
and you gave 7g away to your friend. What
weight of crisps would you have left?

Week 6: Activities – Games to play to learn about weighing materials.
You will need one of the following:
A mobile phone

a tablet device

The website is topmarks.co.uk:

a laptop or a computer

